Abstract. Usually ambiguous words contained in article appear several times. Almost all existing methods for unsupervised word sense disambiguation make use of information contained only in ambiguous sentence. This paper presents a novel approach by considering neighborhood knowledge. The approach can naturally make full use of the within-sentence relationship from the ambiguous sentence and cross-sentence relationship from the neighborhood knowledge. Experimental results indicate the proposed method can significantly outperform the baseline method.
Introduction
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), the task of indentifying the intended meaning (sense) of words in context is one of the most important problem in natural language processing. Though it is often characterized as an intermediate task rather than an end in itself, it has the potential to improve the performance of many applications including information retrieval, machine translation and so on.
Existing methods conduct WSD usually using only the information contained in the ambiguous sentence to be disambiguated. They utilize context words within predefined window in sentence together with other syntactic information. It has been proved that expanding context window size around the target ambiguous word can help to enhance the WSD performance.
However, expanding window size unboundedly will bring not only useful information but also some noise which may finally deteriorate the WSD performance. Can we find other way to expand context words without bringing too much noise?
In this study, we proposed to conduct WSD using collaborative techniques. One common assumption of existing methods is that the sentences are independent of each other, and WSD is carried out separately without interactions among the sentences. However, some ambiguous words contained in article appear more than one time, the multiple sentences contain the same ambiguous word within the article actually have mutual influences and contain useful clues which will helpful to deduce word sense from each other. For example, sentence containing program design commonly shares similar topic with the sentence containing computer program, thus the meaning of the ambiguous words program in those two sentences can be deduced from each other. The idea is borrowed from the observation that ambiguous words appear in topic related sentences contained in the same article often share common meanings. Therefore, we can retrieve a small number of sentences containing the ambiguous word from the same article. These neighbor sentences can be used in the disambiguation process and help to disambiguate word sense for the specified sentence.
This study proposes to construct an appropriate knowledge context for unsupervised WSD method by making use of a few neighbor sentences closed to the ambiguous sentence in the article. The framework for WSD consists of the step of neighborhood knowledge building and the step of word sense disambiguation. In particular, the neighborhood knowledge context is obtained by applying the similarity algorithm on the article. The graph-ranking based algorithm is employed to disambiguate word sense in a specified knowledge context. Instead of leveraging only the word relationships in a single sentence, the algorithm can incorporate the relationship in multiple sentences, thus making use of global information existing in the whole article.
Experiments are carried out on dataset and the results confirm the effectiveness of our method. The neighborhood knowledge can significantly improve the performance of single sentence WSD. Furthermore, how the size of the neighborhood influences the WSD performance is also investigated. It has been reported that a small number of neighbor documents are sufficient to elevate the performance.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces the related work. The proposed method is described in detail in Section 3, and experimental results are presented in Section 4. Lastly we conclude this paper in Section 5.
Related Work
Generally speaking, Word Sense Disambiguation methods are either knowledge-based or corpus-based. In addition, the latter can further be further divided into two kinds: unsupervised ones and supervised ones. In this paper we focus on unsupervised WSD method.
Knowledge-based method disambiguates words by matching context with information from a prescribed knowledge source. These methods include Lesk's algorithm (Lesk, 1986 ), Walker's algorithm (Walker and Amsler, 1986 ), Yarowsky's algorithm (Yarowsky, 1992) and so on. Unsupervised methods cluster words into some sets which indicate the same meaning, but they cannot give an exact meaning of the target word, these methods can be categorized into methods based on word clustering (Lin, 1998) and co-occurrence graphs (Widdows and Dorow, 2002) .
Supervised method learns form annotated sense examples, the learning algorithms including: SVM (Escudero et al, 2000a) , naïve Bayesian learning (Escudero et al, 2000b) and maximum entropy (Tratz et al, 2007) . Though corpus-based approach usually has better performance, the mount of words it can disambiguate essentially relies on the size of training corpus, while knowledge-based approach has the advantage of providing larger coverage. Knowledge based methods for word sense disambiguation are usually applicable to all words in the text, while corpus-based techniques usually target only few selected word for which large corpora are available.
More recently, graph-based methods for WSD have gained much attention in the NLP community (Veronis, 2004 , Sinha and Mihalcea, 2007 , Navigli and Lapata, 2007 , Mihalcea, 2005 , Agirre E, 2006 . The HyperLex (Veronis, 2004) algorithm is entirely corpus-based, which uses small-world properties of co-occurrence graphs. TexRank (Mihalcea, 2005) creates a complete weighted graph formed by the synsets of the words in the input context, and the weight of the edge linking two synsets is calculated by executing Lesk's algorithm. These methods have been proposed to rank word sense based on the "vote" or "recommendations" between each other. When a word sense links to another one, it is basically casting a vote for that word sense. The higher the number of vote that is cast for a sense, the higher the importance of the sense is. Moreover, how important of the word sense is casting the vote determines how important the vote itself is.
All the above WSD methods make use of only information within the ambiguous sentence. It is noteworthy that collaborative techniques have been successfully used in tasks of information filtering (Xue et al., 2005) , document summarization (Wan et al., 2007) , web mining (Wong et al., 2006) and keyword extraction (wan et al., 2008) . To the best of our knowledge, collaborative techniques have been never applied in WSD task. In other words, applying neighbor sentences to improve single sentence WSD has not been investigated yet.
Proposed Approach

Disambiguation Framework
The proposed disambiguation method consists of two steps: neighborhood knowledge building and word sense disambiguation. The first step aims to obtain a few neighbor sentences that topically related to the ambiguous sentence. In the step of word sense disambiguation, the knowledge context expanded by these neighbor sentences is utilized to a better disambiguation of the specified word sense in the ambiguous sentence. The second step can be further divided into two steps: affinity graph building and word sense score computation. First, a global affinity graph G is built based on all sentences related to the ambiguous sentence. The graph will not only reflect the within-sentence relationships (local information) but also the cross-sentence relationships (global information) between words. Then, based on the global affinity graph G, the score of each word sense is computed through the graph-ranking based algorithm. The score calculated here quantifies the importance of the word sense.
The proposed approach first expands knowledge context by finding a few sentences closed to ambiguous sentence, which can provide more knowledge and clues for word sense disambiguation, then an affinity graph is constructed to model both the within-sentence relationships and cross-sentence relationships respectively, finally the saliency score of word sense based on the graph is iteratively computed. Each word gets its saliency score after the algorithm converges and the ambiguous word sense with higher saliency score is chosen to represent the final sense of the ambiguous word.
Neighborhood Knowledge Building
Usually an ambiguous word occurs in article several times. Which sentences should priority considered to build neighborhood knowledge context? Given an ambiguous sentence, neighborhood knowledge building seeks to select a few nearest neighbors for the sentence from the same article. The neighbor sentences from expanded sentences set can be considered as the expanded knowledge context for the ambiguous sentence.
The performance of neighborhood sentences selection relies on the measurement for sentence similarity evaluation. Given the word collection of a sentence, the semantic similarity between two sentences relies on word's similarity. Distance between words can be computed by either knowledge-based or corpus-based approach. Knowledge-based measure tries to quantify the degree to which two words are semantically related using information drawn from semantic networks. WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998 ) is a lexical database where each unique meaning of a word is represented by a synonym set. Each synset has a gloss which defines the concept it represents. Synsets are connected to each other through explicit semantic relations that are defined in WordNet. Many graph-based WSD methods have been presented to measure semantic relatedness based on WordNet. Corpus-based methods try to identify the degree of similarity between words using information exclusively derived from large corpora. Such measures as mutual information (Turney 2001) has been proposed to evaluate word semantic similarity based on the co-occurrence information on a large corpus. An advantage of using corpus-based methods is that they reflect the characteristics of the corpus and are potentially better suited for capturing word relation across genres and domains, whereas knowledge-based methods neighbors are corpus-invariant. In this study, we choose the mutual information to compute the semantic similarity between words and as follows:
which indicates the degree of statistical dependence between k w and m w , Here, M is the total number of words in the corpus and ( ) count w w is the number of the times k w and m w co-occur within the window. The most popular similarity measure in literature is cosine measure which calculates similarity score though common words between two sentences. However, we notice that ambiguous sentence usually have fewer words than document, and a lot of topic related sentences can barely share same word except some empty words. Therefore, if we use cosine measure to compute similarity between sentences, we cannot differentiate similarity between sentences pairs and thus fall back on a reasonable knowledge context for ambiguous sentence. In this study we proposed to use a new method based on corpus to calculate similarity between sentences, which use mutual information score to record the semantic similarity between words. The formula is as follows: s , it will get a large value if the feature words contained in two sentences are strongly related with each other, and vice versa.
In this study, we use corpus-based measure to compute similarity value between the ambiguous sentence 0 s and the sentences in the corpus, and sentences with similarity value exceeding the threshold will be chosen as nearest neighbors for 0 s . At last, the expanded sentences set 0 1 1 { , ,.. } k S s s s + = is composed by the 1 k + selected sentences. We will investigate how the size of neighbor sentences k influences the WSD performance in the experiments.
Word Sense Disambiguation
Affinity graph building: It has been proved that the words within a predefined window around ambiguous word are more effective for disambiguating ambiguous word sense. The words within predefined window around the ambiguous word are chosen as context words. Moreover, because not all words in the document are good indicators for word sense, the words chosen as context words are restricted with syntactic filters, i.e., only the words with a certain part of speech are added. In our experiment, only nouns and verbs are chosen as context words.
Given the expanded sentences set S , let ( , ) G V E = be an undirected graph reflecting the relationships between words in S . V is the set of vertices and each vertex represents a context word. E is the set of edges, which is a subset of V V . Each edge in E is associated with an affinity weight between words if their affinity weight exceeds 0. The affinity weight is calculated using formula (1). The links between words in graph G can be categorized into two classes: within-sentence link and cross-sentence link. If both the end words i v and j v of a link come from the same sentence, the link is regarded as within-sentence link; otherwise, it is a cross-sentence document link. Actually, the within-sentence link reflects the local information in a sentence, while the cross-sentence link implies the global information in expanded sentences set. In the experiment we will investigate how the combination size of the two types of links between words influence the WSD performance. We use an adjacency matrix M to describe G with each entry corresponding to the weight of a link in the graph. 
then M is normalized to make the sum of each row equal to 1. Note that we use the same notation to denote a matrix and its normalized matrix. Word sense score computation: The computation of important score is based on the following three intuitions: 1) the more neighbors a word sense has, the more important it is; 2) the more important a word sense's neighbor are, the more important it is; 3) the more heavily a word sense is linked with other word senses, the more important it is. Based on the above intuitions, the importance score ( ) i ipscore v for word sense i v can be deduced from those of all other word senses linked with it and further formulated in a recursive form like PageRank (Page et al., 1998) as follows:
where n is the number of vertexes contained in the graph, and d is the dumping factor usually set to 0.85. We can use the Markov chain model and random reader to formulate the iterative process. In the Markov model, G is treated as the Markov chain, each word as a state and each edge as a transition from one state to another. The random reader continually browses and reads words following the transition matrix
, where e is the vector with all elements equaling to 1. Usually the algorithm will converge after less than 50 times jump. A threshold can be set to control the time of iteration.
Experiment
Experimental Setup
In the experiment, Sogou Chinese collocation relation 2 was used to compute mutual information of words. The collocation corpus involves more than 20 million collocation relations and more than 15000 high-frequency words, which was extracted from over 100 million internet pages on web in October 2006. To our knowledge, there was no gold standard All-words Chinese word sense disambiguation dataset for evaluation. So we manually annotated an article randomly chosen from internet for evaluation. The article was firstly preprocessed by word segmentation, and then three graduate students were employed to manually label the word sense for each ambiguous word. The extended TongYiCiCiLin 3 was used as the sense inventory. The annotation process last for two days and the annotation conflicts between three annotators were solved by discussion. Finally, the datasets consisted of 76 testing instances for 24 ambiguous words, the average number of meanings for ambiguous word is 2.54, and the average number of sentences for each ambiguous word is 3.16. Macro-average precision (Liu et al., 2007) was used to evaluate word sense disambiguation performance. Here is the formula: 
Evaluation Results
The proposed approach (i.e. CollaDisam) is compared with the baseline method (i.e. OrigDisam) which only relies on the information of ambiguous sentence and applies graph-based algorithm to rank ambiguous word senses. In order to investigate how the size of the neighborhood influences the WSD performance, we conduct experiments with different values of the neighbor number k and different values of window size n . Figure 1 shows the performance curves for the CollaDisam method. In the figure, k ranges from 0 to 5. Note that when 0 k = , the CollaDisam method degenerates into baseline OrigDisam method. In the experiment, we set within-sentence and cross-sentence window size the same number n except when 0 k = . For example, the best performance is achieved when set 1 n = and 2 k = which means that two words around ambiguous word in three sentences (including one original sentence and two neighbor sentences) will be added to the graph and determine the sense of the ambiguous word. We can see from the figure that almost all performances of CollaDisam can outperform the baseline OrigDisam method (when 0 k = ), no matter how many neighbor sentences are used. We can also observe that the performances of CollaDisam first increase and then tend to be relatively stable, finally decreased with the increase of k . We can notice that very few neighbors will deteriorate the results, because they cannot provide sufficient knowledge. However, it is not necessary to provide too many neighbors due to the computational complexity problem. As can be Seen from the figure 1, when k ranges from 2 to 4, the curves tends to be relatively stable, it means that add neighbor sentence into expanded sentences set does not influence the final result, that is partly because some ambiguous words only occur two times in testing article, it seem that all the sentences contain same ambiguous words are useful for determining final sense of ambiguous word and the similarity measure does not play its role, but we argue that similarity measure is extremely important for sentence selection especially for the long article which contain more sentences than short one, since there are some ambiguous word contained in sentence have different meaning compare to other ones, the similarity method can guide us to obtain suitable neighborhood knowledge to improve disambiguation performance.
In order to investigate how the window sizes around the ambiguous word influences WSD performance, we conduct experiment with different values for within-sentence window size 1 n and cross-sentence window size 2 n . Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows the curves for CollaDisam method with different window sizes. In both figures, window size ranges from 1 to 6 and k represents the different value of neighbor sentences used in experiment. In the experiment, within-sentence window size is fixed at 1 in Figure 2 and cross-sentence window size is fixed at 1 in Figure 3 . It can be seen from both figures that almost all curves decline as the window size increasing which means that the context words near ambiguous word have the best disambiguation capacity and enlarging window size will bring noisy information. We can also observe that enlarging neither within-sentence nor cross-sentence window size can improve the WSD performance. The best WSD performance was achieved when both type of window sizes are fixed at 1. From above experiments, we can draw the conclusion that the two words around ambiguous word have the best disambiguation capability, and the specified words (near ambiguous word) in several similar neighbor sentences is better than the other words (far from ambiguous word) in ambiguous sentence when conducting WSD task. Since the specified words (near ambiguous word in neighbor sentences) would have fewer noisy information than the other words (far from ambiguous word in ambiguous sentence), we can exploit context words in neighbor sentences to improve WSD performance.
Conclusion and Future work
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach for unsupervised word sense disambiguation by leveraging neighborhood knowledge of the ambiguous sentence. The within-sentence information and cross-sentence information are incorporated into the graph-based ranking algorithm. The experimental results on dataset demonstrate the good effectiveness of our method.
In current study, we consider sentences in the same article as neighborhood knowledge. Actually the granularity is relatively small. In future work, we will investigate larger granularity including topic and domain, that is to say exploit neighbor sentences in same topic or domain to enhance disambiguation performance, it is very useful for some ambiguous words which appear only one time in small granularity, moreover we will do more experiment in larger dataset to test our method.
